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Welcome back to Seating of the Divine, Level 2-3 Session 7.  We hope you all had a wonderful 

month since our last get together and are looking forward to a lot of fun during the next couple of 

months leading up to the Crystal Conference.                                                                                             

“Oh” and concerning that. If you haven’t signed up for the conference yet, we urge you to do so as 

there are a limited number of seats available.                                                                         Registration 

will close May 27th or when all seats have been filled. 

Now, for tonight, we will start with a centering meditation with Archangel Gabriel followed by a 

short review of the last couple of sessions. We will then hear from Masters Kuthumi and Yeshua 

who will bring us our message for the evening. So, let’s all take a deep breath and assist Joan in 

bringing forth Archangel Gabriel.    

Thank you, Gabriel! 

Now, our last session started out with a discussion of the axiatonal lines and the importance   of 
their activation and usability. They are Light channels that carry templates of light, color, and 
sound and are designed to stimulate a more extensive consciousness of individuals to be able to 
know themselves as the divine individual state. They also remember themselves as a divine 
collective consciousness that creates in realms of form. 
 
These lines also connect to other star systems, galaxies, and universes.                                            
When these channels are functioning, the body can maintain a state of health and wellbeing.      
When we are in a 3rd dimensional state, there is no communication available.                                     
Once we are open to a 4th dimensional level, these light channels begin to operate. 
 
When you activate the 4thtriad, the Arc of the Covenant and the four seed crystals, you are ready 
to extend your axiatonal lines through your entire 14 chakra system.                                                
The 8th chakra, which holds the Oversoul, descends into the body and makes the connection   
possible between the Soul, the Oversoul, the Soul Star, and the Christed Oversoul. 
 
The axiatonal lines begin to activate and interface with your Oversoul and propel you into the 5th 
dimension. These lines are part of your 5th dimensional circulatory system, which uses sound and 
color to draw from the Oversoul body, which is the basic energy for the renewal of   the body. 
 
We started with connecting the axial spin points that are within the axiatonal lines to the   spin 
points of our meridian system.  As more Light begins to stream into the body through the axiatonal 
lines, the meridian system is further activated through the axial spin points of the axiatonal lines 
which connect to the axial spin points of the meridian system.                                                                                                  
Massive communication can now take place to transform the physical body.   
 
First, the light communication flows into the cells and then the cellular spin points begin to rotate 
faster, which are continually stimulated by the electrical and magnetic charges that   emanate 
from more evolved star systems that holds the perfected biological blueprint of   the Adam 
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Kadmon body type. Then we were instructed to extend these lines and connect   into our entire 
unified field.    
 
Next, we extended them into our Merkaba vehicle and then into the Earth and continued to   
connect them into the longitude and latitude lines as well as the ley lines of the Earth’s grid 
system.   
 
Finally, we were told to extend these lines into the Milkyway Galaxy and then into the entire   
universe, which is our ultimate goal. The more axiatonal lines that become usable, the more   
communication is available both within the body and from other star system.                                                                      
You have now become an active participant in the retrieval of your creative abilities. 
 
In the beginning times of Earth as a planet of light, the Elohim and Lords of Light experimented 
with density to assist the planet to have more form, so that other planets of the solar system and 
galaxy that had form could relate to the emanations coming from Earth that transmitted Christ 
consciousness. Many planets in our Solar system were then able to upgrade their consciousness, 
because of their interface with these levels on Earth. 
 
Now, our consciousness is directly influenced by our Oversoul consciousness, which is   available 
on a consistent basis. The axiatonal lines are extended throughout your entire   energetic field, 
your Merkaba vehicle, to the Earth’s ley lines.  All levels of communication   within and outside of 
the body are now becoming available. 
This demonstrates how important our work is to all of humanity!   Yeh team!  
 
Next the triad discussed the descent of the 8th chakra and the Oversoul into the physical   body. 
When this occurs, two things happen: 
 
 First:  the 8th chakra takes up residence in the Sacred Heart. The Sacred Heart consciousness and 
the Higher Mind or Universal Mind are merged. This has a direct effect on the 
 Mental /Emotional body, because the thoughts that are thought most often emanate from   the 
Higher Mind and are directed by the Oversoul, not the ego.  As the 8th chakra and the   Oversoul 
take its descent into the body, the medulla oblongata function is over lighted by the Oversoul. The 
medulla center can now emanate an even more brilliant light function.                                  This has 
a direct effect on the entire 2nd triad. 
 
Secondly, through the influence of the 4th triad, the Crown Chakra is now completely open   and 

functioning as a receiver and also as a transmitter of Christed energy. The 3rd dimensional 

frequency range of thought becomes unstable in this field and a 5th dimensional thought system 

takes its place. This sets the usable range for the Light body to exist and operate in   perfection.   

 


